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Gay monsters come in all shapes and sizes,
from lustful demons of the deep, to horny
creatures from another world. This
particular mega bundle collects six sinful
tales of hot, gay things from beneath the
waves that are ready to ravage anything
that crosses their path All at the same time!
These gay beastly violations are not for the
faint of heart. But, if you love gangbangs,
dubious consent, rough sex, straight to gay
turning, double penetration, bukkake, and
of course, hardcore monster sex, then this
mega bundle is for you! LOCH NESS
GANGBANG Luke has been obsessed
with the Loch Ness Monster ever since he
was a little boy, and now that hes all grown
up, Luke finds himself on the adventure of
a lifetime hunting for the creature in
Scotland. After receiving and insider tip,
Luke camps out in a cove that is known for
sightings of the beast, but when hes
awakened by a strange noise it becomes
very clear that there could be more than
one monster lurking in the lake.
Completely surrounded by horny creatures,
Luke suddenly realizes that his obsession is
more than just an innocent fantasy, its a
recipe for a gay interspecies gangbang.
MERMAN GANGBANG After a year of
traveling the world, John has one final
stop, to visit his aunt and uncle in
Australia, before heading home. But what
begins as a peaceful week in their secluded
beachfront cabin turns wild quickly.
When John starts to hear strange songs
from the beach caves, and sees what looks
like handsome men splashing in the waves,
hes tempted to find out more. Little does he
know that his curiosity will lead him into
the center of a gay mind-controlled
merman gangbang.
SWAMP APE
GANGBANG Chris is thankful that he got
out of Florida, having made a name for
himself as a young male model in big city
New York. But that doesnt excuse him
from taking trips home to see his family
every now and then. After driving for
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days, Chris suddenly finds himself lost and
broken down on the side of the road after a
large creature steps out from the swamp.
Worried that the legendary Florida Swamp
Ape might be tracking him down, he finds
his way to an old abandoned house deep in
the marsh. Unfortunately for Chris, the
house already has some new residents; and
theyre hairy, huge and horny. It looks like
the only way for him to get back to
civilization is through a gay, beastly
gangbang.
KRAKEN GANGBANG
When Jason boards a small fishing boat on
the way to San Francisco Bay, he has no
idea the erotic horror that awaits along his
journey, or deep beneath the waves. After
the crew regales him with tales of massive,
squid-like beasts, Jason is suddenly left on
the boat alone for the evening and
discovers that the stories are all too real.
Soon he finds himself in the middle of a
ruthless gay kraken gangbang, and loving
every second of it!
LIZARD MAN
GANGBANG Despite being required to
wade through the deep Louisiana swamps
all day, Pete loves his job. Theres nothing
quite like the thrill of discovering a new
species, and the most thrilling of all would
be to find the Louisiana Lizard Men. Too
bad theyre only legends.
But when a
strange hillbilly shows up at Petes research
station hawking his very own lizard man
attracting cocktail, the creatures quickly
become more than just folk tales. Soon
Pete finds himself fighting for survival in a
gay lizard man gangbang. SHARKMAN
GANGBANG Aaron is a criminal by
trade, a professional thief and swindler
with his sights set on one last score before
turning his life around and going legit.
Going solo, he breaks into the home of
renowned deep-sea explorer and television
personality Norman White in search of set
of rare pearls. After falling into a tank in
Dr. Whites personal aquarium, however,
Aaron finds a very different kind of pearl
necklace. Now hes stuck trying to break
out instead of break in, and the only way is
through a gay sharkman gangbang.
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